
Please give a concise description of  the activity you are asking us to support. 
(max. 600 characters) 

This application is to support periods of  research, training, and development for my first 
major 16mm film project, After the Ice the Deluge; an experimental work about the 
relationship between climate change – especially the melting polar ice caps - and 
traumatised, outsider, and queer bodies.  

10 days of  practical training with DIY film expert  at EREHWON  
18 day trip to the Arctic with The Arctic Circle residency program.  
Basic film materials.  

Long term, this work will expand engagement with an England-wide touring and 
education program & larger queer ecologies event. (593)  

Please tell us about yourself  and your creative practice (up to 1800 incl spaces)  

I’m an artist, writer, and educator from Cape Town. I’ve been based in London for 7 
years, and completed my Art Practice PhD at Goldsmiths in 2016.  

My work consists of  writing, performance, sculpture, drawing, and moving image. It 
engages with queer theory, science fiction, environmental crises, magic, language, desire, 
and revenge.  Recently, I’ve been working with 16mm film, a medium that excites me in 
its archival, material, and visual qualities.  

I had a solo show at Arcadia Missa in 2016, and launched my novella Virus, which has 
sold over 500 copies. My work has been the focus of  2 solo shows in Cape Town and has 
recently been exhibited at Mimosa House, Tate Britain, The Showroom, & the ICA in 
London; Newlyn Gallery in Cornwall, & Kunstraum Niederoesterreich in Vienna. I’m 
included in Still I Rise: feminisms, gender, resistance at Nottingham Contemporary and De La 
Warr pavilion in 2018/19.  

In 2017 I curated sold out film and performance event, DEEP ANGER TRUE LOVE 
TENDER CARE at The Horse Hospital. 

I have taught at Goldsmiths, Camberwell, LCC, BCU & Reading. I’ve worked in 
education teams at Camden Art Centre, South London Gallery, Battersea Arts Centre & 
Tate Galleries. I’ve authored a classroom resource with Tate Schools & Teachers using 
art to talk about gender, published this autumn and distributed to over 2000 schools.   

In 2017 & 18, iterations of  ‘After the Ice’ were published by Res. and exhibited in Lisson 
Gallery, Mimosa House, Kunstverein Dusseldorf; DISTRICT Berlin; Syndicate in 
Cologne, & at IMT where performances were live streamed by THISISTOMORROW.  

In 2018, I produced a dual projection 16mm film in residence at no.w.here, which has 
been screened at no.w.here, Lisson Gallery, & LUX.  Later in 2018/2019 I will show 
elements of  the film project at IMT and Fluc, Vienna. (1773)  

*Tell us about the developmental opportunity you want to undertake, 
what you hope to get out of  it, and how you will go about it.) 



Expanding my work on mutation, queer, abject, traumatised bodies, After the Ice 
includes environmental & and temporal ecologies, focussing on the melting polar ice 
caps. It also features time travel, aliens, non-binary drag cabaret, viruses. In January I did 
a residency at no.w.here editing 1960s Arctic footage to make a new 16mm film. I was 
then awarded a place with the Arctic Circle residency program for their 2019 expedition, 
& will work with the residency organisers to plan specific, tailored expedition stops in 
Svalbard; a screening program, and on-board film studio.  

Film is a new medium for me, I’m applying for funds to support 2 weeks training with 
 at EREHWON in 16mm filming, eco-processing (with non-harmful 

natural materials), & projection. The award will also support basic material & equipment 
costs, & partially subsidise my trip to the Arctic to make a new film using footage & 
natural materials gathered there. As well as producing a new work in a new medium, I’ll 
develop skills that will later be shared via education projects. Long term, I’ll organise an 
England-wide screening tour & workshop program & an event on queer ecologies. 

With proper funding for further training, materials and the rare opportunity to visit the 
polar ice caps, I can make a truly original film, with the aim of  finding new, affecting, 
challenging ways to make art about climate change which will be shared with scientists, 
gallery audiences, queer art communities & young people. (1500) 

*Why is this important for your practice at this point, and how will this 
help create future opportunities?  

• Artistic practice: I’ll learn a new medium and processes and explore my capacity 
for filmmaking with expert guidance. Skills related to 16mm film are increasingly 
rare, so this is also an important opportunity. The grant will allow me to work on 
a longer-term project; I regularly show work, but rarely have capacity to work on 
one thing over time due to financial constraints; academic work; and institutional 
capacities.  

• Relationships:  I will build on my invaluable relationship with  
as teacher, peer, and in intergenerational skills exchange. My residency in the 
Arctic will allow me to meet an international group of  scientists (and artists) also 
interested in the Arctic and climate change.  Consulting and collaborating with 
scientists is extremely important for artists, like myself, who are working on 
climate change.  

• Artistic Brand and Community Engagement: The Arctic Circle residency would 
be my first artist’s residency and residencies are considered an important part of  
an artist’s career development, by galleries and collectors. Most of  my current 
gallery-based work is performance-based, and learning film skills would allow me 
to broaden and diversify my audience – exhibiting without needing to be always 
physically present. In the long term I will tour the film outside of  London, 
broadening my UK audience. Research in the Arctic will allow me the 
opportunity to develop new arts education and community engagement projects 
around DIY filmmaking and climate change 




